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In summer 2010, Niall Horan, Zayn Malik, Liam Payne, Harry Styles and Louis Tomlinson

auditioned for The X-Factor--separately--and failed to advance to the next round. But the judges

werenâ€™t willing to give up entirely on the five young men. They saw talent. They saw charisma.

They saw a future of chart-topping hits and sold-out concert tours. They saw One Direction--and

now kids can see them in this dress-up sticker book!Using 100 super-fun stickers, kids can style

each band member! Dress Harry in cool jeans and a classic jacket. See Louis in awesome sneakers

and Niall in a comfortable hoodie. And kids wonâ€™t just be dressing up their favorite members of

One Direction! Kids learn lots of intriguing facts about the boys, from their first appearances on

television to their appearance on the top of the charts in multiple countries.Some say One Direction

is part of a new British Invasion--and with One Direction Dress-up Sticker Book, theyâ€™ll be

invading hearts all across the world!
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my seven year old is entranced with one direction she knows all the words and dances to all their

songs. this book is like an old fashioned cut outs dolls like when i was her age.not only does she get

a history of her favorite singers she also can rearrange their outfits and dress them according to

their videos. she spends hours with it.she uses her imagination to what each will wear -- what hat



what shirt what matches what. better than a video game she is in control. love it there should be

more books like this forboys and girls recommended for all fans

This is great little dress up book for that 1D fan. You can dress up the band members and read

about them at the same time. Its a great little fun book. 1D Fan would go nuts over this.

i bought this as a gag gift for my sister because she is obsessed with one direction . she thought it

was funny but the cartoon versions of the boys are poorly drawn

My fourth grade daughter loved this sticker book so much that I had to buy a second one as a

birthday gift for a friend. Allows kids to dress up the boy band in a variety of clothes, mixing and

matching different styles. Any kid who LOVES to play dress up or loves fashion will love this sticker

book!!!

i LOVE this book. There are stickers and it is absolutely amazayn. Oh, and did I mention HOT?

There is information about their style and how they won awards. This book is so cute and fun. If you

want a One Direction activity book full of stickers, look no further.

purchased 2 of these for my daughters (8 & 13) as add on gifts for christmas. They loved them. Lots

of trivia inside also. Worth the price.

Bought for an eight year old who loves one Direction. I wasn't pleased with the guys in their

underwear but especially the little sayings noted in the conversation bubble. I didn't give it to her.

I bought this for my 9 year old daughter, and didn't really think about the fact that its a paper doll

book...which means the characters are in their underwear. I don't really know if that is a big issue for

anyone else, but I'm not too fond of giving my child a book full of grown men in their underwear to

dress up. That was my fault though...I know how dress up books work, just have never purchased

one that featured boys. Lesson learned. She loved the book and never gave thought to them being

in underwear, but that has more to do with the fact that she is pretty naive. Thank goodness.
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